What is MI library Quest?
The MI Library Quest is a virtual summer program open to all teens in the state
of Michigan designed to encourage them to explore libraries across the state of
Michigan. Teens will locate codes on the websites of participating libraries, tell
us what they found, and enter those codes in the Dragon Eradication Inventory
(Google form). All entries with at least ## codes are eligible for a chance to
win fun prizes.

Rules
1. The MI Library Quest begins on July 1, 2020. All entries must be submitted by
July 30, 2020. Prize winners will be announced on July 31, 2020.
2. You will be provided with a list of library websites where you will find a hidden
MI Library Quest image (include image here) and its accompanying code. These
codes will be items you will need to enter into a form to complete the final MI
Library Quest. (include example clue and corresponding answer). Please note
that the MI Library Quest code will not necessarily be hidden on the library’s
homepage.
3. To be eligible for prizes, you must submit the form at xxxxx in its entirety as
specified by the quest rules.
4. You must find x number of codes to qualify for a prize.
5. While gathering codes, use the worksheet provided here to keep track of your
codes before you submit them in the google form. Keep in mind that there is
only one submission per person.

Want to participate? See below for requirements and what is involved as a
participating library and how you can offer this program to your teens!

Procedures for MI Library Quest participating libraries
1. Each participating library agrees to place the following MI Library Quest logo
and an assigned code somewhere on their library’s website.
2. Codes will be assigned to participating libraries by the quest writer.
3. Each participating library chooses their individual definition of “teen” to
reflect the grade or age range of teen programs in their library.
4. Each library is responsible for providing a prize for at least one winner from
their library. Prizes are determined by individual libraries.
5. Prize winners will be announced on July 31, 2020 and will be posted on the MI
Library of Michigan MiLibraryQuest webpage.
6. If a participating library chooses to do so, they may volunteer to include
qualifying teens from a non-participating library in their library’s prize
drawing. This list will be divided among all volunteering libraries.
7. A select subset of the committee will have access to entries to maintain
privacy.
8. In order to receive a prize, teens must provide some form of requested contact
information as requested by the google form.

